Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople:Hi Everyone! We’ll get started right at noon. Don’t forget to download Michael’s Booklist handout below if you’d like to follow along during the webinar.

candi:Love the music!

Chuck - Infopeople:It is Breezy Internet Radio

Catherine Ryan:sounds like music.

Chuck - Infopeople:It is

Chuck - Infopeople:Will start in 5 minutes

Ezequiel Guerrero:That is real music, coming from the soul.

Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople:If you are having audio issues, you can call in: 888-450-5996 passcode 264311#

ND State Library:nope. computer in a large room

Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople:The slides and handout for today’s webinar are available here https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=677

Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople:http://weneeddiversebooks.org/

Heather Bagley-Rowe:Will the transcript be available post presentation? The audio is "static-y" and garbled on my machine

Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople:Yes the archive recording will be available. You can also try calling for audio 888-450-5996 passcode 264311#


Jennifer Robertson:thank you

Lorelei Bidwell:He is basically just giving the summaries of all the titles on the list thus far.

Jane Lofton:@lorelei Michael Cart always shares his personal, very helpful summaries, and his selections are always outstanding.
Lorelei Bidwell: I am enjoying it thus far :)

Jessica: Hello from San Diego library

Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople: Welcome Jessica!

Jessica: Laini Taylor is a good author.

Elizabeth Sidley: The Hate You Give was beautifully written.

Jessica: I haven't read it yet, but have been hearing a lot of buzz about the hate u give

chandra: It's on my list to read

Jessica: Mine too Chandra

Elizabeth Sidley: Definitely a must-read. I loved the characters. I laughed and cried with them.

Elizabeth Bell: Me too.

Rosanne: I just finished The Hate U Give. It's amazing.

Rosanne: By far one of the best YA novels I've ever read.

Jessica: I'm sold! I'll have to put it on hold.

Elizabeth Sidley: Agreed, Rosanne!

Vicki Hurst: I've read the Hate U Give...it was an awesome book.

Jessica: It's not my usual YA choice. I tend to prefer supernatural stories but have been hearing a lot about it so I'll give it a try.

Jessica: Has anyone read Caraval? It was fun.

Lorelei Bidwell: I have not read Caraval, but it's on my list!

Elizabeth Sidley: @jessica YES! I loved it!

Elizabeth Sidley: Caraval reminded me of The Night Circus

Jessica: Has a bit of a The Night Circus feel, but more fantastical and escapist
Jessica: lol jinx Elizabeth ;D

Elizabeth Sidley: lol!

Rosanne: I've been wanting to read Caraval

Diana Thomsen: I read Caraval. It was okay, but it didn't resonate with me, unfortunately.

AnnaMarie Ammons: we don't have any of these books but now I will definitely recommend to our librarian to order them for our library.

Vicki Hurst: I read Allegedly, it was good and it has an wicked twist at the end.

Jessica: It's not anything groundbreaking, but it's a good one to recommend to those looking for a fun or different read.

Jessica: I hadn't heard of Allegedly, I'll have to check it out thanks ;)

Elizabeth Sidley: Vicki - I just got Allegedly and can't wait to read it. Glad you liked it!

Jessica: Anyone else have some YA faves from this past year?

Elizabeth Sidley: I sped through The Reader by Traci Chee.

Jessica: oh another librarian recommended that to me as well!

Aysha Haq: Bang by Barry Lyga is great.

Cyndi Hamann: My favorite YA last year was Scythe by Schusterman.

Lorelei Bidwell: I'm working my way through the list Best of 2016 YA compiled by the Barnes and Noble Teen Blog.

Erica: Three dark crowns was really good.

Lorelei Bidwell: @Cyndi, I just got Scythe. I'm starting it today ;)

chandra: Gabi, A Girl in Pieces

Erica: The sun is also a star
Jessica: I am going to start Scythe soon as well! Neal Shusterman is usually pretty good

Diana Thomsen: Scythe was a great book!

Elizabeth Bell: The Bitter Side of Sweet by Tara Sullivan

Grace Wilson: Scythe is amazing!

Jessica: I also just finished the graphic novel Spill Zone. It was REALLY good

Lorelei Bidwell: @Chandra, I listened to the audio book. I enjoyed it very much!

Lorelei Bidwell: @Jessica, I just added that to my list a couple of days ago! :)

Jessica: @loreali I hope you like it!

Jessica: The teens at our library have been pretty into the young elites trilogy

Chandra: I love audiobooks....if they have a good reader

Candi: This side conversation is distracting and somewhat rude.

Chandra: Our teens love crime, horror, and fairytale re-tells

Vicki Hurst: I personally could listen to Neil Gaiman read the phone book...

Elizabeth Sidley: lol

Stephanie 2: hahaha

Jessica: hi Candi if you go to full screen the chat window will not be seen :)

AnnaMarie Ammons: our teens also love crime, horror and fairytale

Lorelei Bidwell: @Vicki my husband is listening to the Graveyard Boy right now! He said, "Who knew Neil Gaiman was British??" lol

Erica: here we are is fantastic

Chandra: @Lorelei lol

Jessica: here we are sounds really cool
Vicki Hurst: Find Neil's short poem "Instructions", you can find a video of him reading it on YouTube, and I really enjoyed his juvenile book "Fortunately the milk" an absurd story but fun.

Jessica: I had no idea his name is pronounced 'GUY-man'

Erica: have you watched American gods?

Jessica: I've been saying gayman all this time and just learned a week ago

Chuck - Infopeople: We will archive all the text too.

Elizabeth Sidley: Oops. Been mis-pronouncing that forever...

Vicki Hurst: Me too, I always thought it as "Gayman" too.

Lorelei Bidwell: I could've sworn I read somewhere that it was pronounced "guy-man"

Lorelei Bidwell: oh well... :)

Jessica: I haven't seen the American gods show yet but have heard good things. I wonder if the book will get more circulation

Erica: it has for us. we also have a waitlist for handmaid's tale now

Elizabeth Bell: WE have a waitlist for IT because of the movie coming out soon.

Nicole 2: FYI: https://www.teachingbooks.net/pronounce.cgi?aid=1433

Vicki Hurst: Check outs for "It" have picked up for us too, as has "Handmaid's Tale" and "1984"

Jessica: gayman! good to know! i was corrected twice and told guyman

Jessica: thank you @nicole

Elizabeth Sidley: Oh, good! Now I don't feel so stupid!

Nicole 2:::-)

chandra::D
Lorelei Bidwell: Whoops! I meant I’d been saying it "gay-man" so I have been right! yay for us all! haha

Erica: that's a lot of fees for bad checks

Jacqueline: Thank you! That was great!

Nicole: Thank you!

Diana Thomsen: Thank you!

Catherine Ryan: Thank you!

Elizabeth Bell: Thank you!

Jen Woo: Thank you!

Elizabeth Sidley: Great job! Thanks!

Grace Wilson: Thank you!

Tina: Thank you~

chandra: That was fast but thorough! Thank you

Ezequiel Guerrero: great job. thank you so much for all the feedback !!!

Carolyn Woods: Thank you

Holly Guthrie: Thank you!!

Kim: awsome

Cathy: thanks, so much information

stephanie: thank you. great recommendations

AnnaMarie Ammons: thank you

Penny Peck: Thank you!

Yhata: Thank you!
elaine: Thank you!

Jennifer Crow: Thank you, Michael!

Lorelei Bidwell: thank you! and thanks for the recommendations! :)

Gayle schell: Thank you

Vicki Hurst: Thank you, found some new things to pick up for our library...already had some of them.